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ABSTRACT
We developed a gaze immersive YouTube player, called GIUPlayer,
with two objectives: First to enable eye-controlled interaction with
video content, to support people with motor disabilities. Second
to enable the prospect of quantifying attention when users view
video content, which can be used to estimate natural viewing behaviour. In this paper, we illustrate the functionality and design
of GIUPlayer, and the visualization of video viewing pattern. The
long-term perspective of this work could lead to the realization of
eye control and attention based recommendations in online video
platforms and smart TV applications that record eye tracking data.
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INTRODUCTION

Watching entertainment programs and movies are one of the most
common and time-consuming activities of our everyday life. In recent years, YouTube and other online services have gained immense
popularity and preference over conventional TV broadcasts. As per
2019 statistics, over 500 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute, and more than 5 billion videos are watched on YouTube
every single day [Statista, Inc. 2020]. Given the significance of these
online platforms in our modern digital world, it is imperative that
these platforms are accessible to all people. However, several individuals with motor-impairment, who lost the ability to operate
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mouse and keyboard, are not able to interact with computing devices that provide digital content as required by standard interfaces.
More specifically, this excludes those individuals from entertainment and educational content on online video platforms that could
enrich their social environment and general quality of life.
In this regard, eye tracking as a novel interaction techniques
enables hands-free interaction using eye gaze as input control to
support people with severe motor disabilities [Jacob and Stellmach
2016; Kumar et al. 2016]. To access the online video platforms,
the generic method for eye gaze control at operating system level
(emulation approaches [Lankford 2000; Sweetland 2016]) could
be employed. However, emulation approaches do not have access
on the underlying data structures and interaction possibilities for
most applications or websites [Menges et al. 2019]. Thus, a more
appropriate solution is to design special graphical user interface
adapted for eye gaze input. There have been several approaches
to adapt the native application for eye gaze, e. g., eye-controlled
gaming [Isokoski et al. 2009; Menges et al. 2017b], drawing [van der
Kamp and Sundstedt 2011], browsing [Menges et al. 2017a]. More
specifically, in the context of video interaction, the control over
the watched content, including pausing, resuming, forwarding, and
control over the volume is crucial for the comfort and pleasure of
the user. In this work, we demonstrate GIUPlayer, which retrieves
YouTube data and adapts interface elements for eye gaze control to
provide intuitive video interaction functionality.
Besides providing input control, another major application of eye
tracking has been in the field of attention analysis, i.e., to understand
user behavior. In the context of video interaction, eye gaze attention
can provide implicit understanding of user interest while users are
watching the videos. The implicit feedback has been investigated in
different analytical scenarios such as to judge video quality [Sawahata et al. 2008], to summarize and compress videos [Gitman et al.
2014; Katti et al. 2011], characterize users [Tanisaro et al. 2015], or
to assess relevance of advertisement banners [Tangmanee 2016].
Therefore to support such analysis, in GIUPlayer we record and
visualize the gaze data while video is being played.
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THE GIU PLAYER INTERFACE

GIUPlayer content layout is inspired by the YouTube website since
its functionality is well known, thus intuitive for end users. However, several interface adaptations are done following user centered
design principles for eyes interaction [Kumar et al. 2016; Menges
et al. 2019]. Interface components such as size, shape, appearance,
feedback etc., are customized since it is crucial in enhancing eye
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Figure 2: Displaying fixations of five users on a video

Figure 1: Areas in GIUPlayer watch page interface
tracking accuracy for input control. For example, sizes of buttons
are enlarged, their placement is based upon element usage frequency and application control, so natural viewing behavior does
not interfere. Several alternatives for eye gaze input like blinking, gesture, pupil dilation [Jacob and Stellmach 2016] had been
explored, however dwell time based selection was found most suitable, as it was the most natural and widely accepted mode of input.
Visual feedback is embedded to guide the selection process.
GIUPlayer consists of three content related pages including the
watch page, a home page, and a search result page.
Figure 1 shows the watch page of GIUPlayer. Every time when a
user selects a video this page appears and the video can be played.
The place for displaying the video takes the most considerable
part of the page on the right side, with controls below (marked as
footer in Figure 1) and suggested videos on the left side (marked as
sidebar). The suggestions are obtained by using the YouTube API.
Dwelling at one of these suggestions (on the image thumbnail part)
causes the played video to change. The text description part is not
clickable so the user can comfortably read without unintentional
selections. Looking at the buttons with arrows above and below
suggestions causes changing of the set of proposed videos. The
footer area serves the control function of the video. If user activates
the fullscreen mode the video size will maximize and the footer is
by default visible to provide the control over the video. However in
fullscreen mode, a small gray rectangle with an arrow inside appears
on the right side over the footer. By looking at this rectangle, a user
can hide the bottom navigation bar to have a complete fullscreen
view without further distractions by the control buttons.
The home page includes the tiled list of videos with each row
representing different categories such as top rated, last watched,
and recommended videos. Similarly to the suggestions on the watch
page, the tiled lists can be scrolled with corresponding buttons. The
search result page contains the list of videos with respect to search
query. Additionally, the user settings and profile information can
be accessed from the button on the top right of the page.
The entire interface was developed as a Web application using
JavaScript, CSS, Ajax, and Bootstrap. The Youtube API [Google
LLC 2020] is used to access video information and other metadata. MySQL database is used to store user credentials and gaze
data stream of fixations on the videos. As we implemented GIUPlayer as Web application, an eye-controlled Web browser like
GazeTheWeb [Menges et al. 2017a] can be used to display it. Then,
the integrated dwell-time-based keyboard of GazeTheWeb is used

to enter search queries. Moreover, the system works with a variety
of eye tracking peripherals from SMI, Tobii, and Visual Interaction.
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ATTENTION ANALYSIS

Whenever a user plays any video, the recording of the gaze data
starts automatically. The gaze data is processed on-the-fly to generate a list of fixation-points. After each video, these fixation-points
are stored in a database in relation to the user id and the video id.
The analysis mode allows the visual comparison of the fixation
points. A user can activate the analysis mode, in order to visualize
the individual fixation points. To analyze and compare the viewing
behaviour, user can choose to display the data of the last five persons
with their different fixation points for each video. A unique color
represents the fixation per user. See Figure 2 for a screenshot from
the analysis mode. The visualization is realized by multiple canvases
on top of the video. For each user, a new layer with a canvas is
added. The fixations are visualized as points around the central
point of the fixation with a 50 px radius. Fixations were defined
with minimum time duration of 200 ms [Blascheck et al. 2014;
Nyström and Holmqvist 2010]. A fixation has a spatial position
(x- and y-coordinate) and a start- and end-time in milliseconds.
With these timestamps, the duration of the fixation is calculated
and displayed accordingly. We have also implemented the function
to calculate the similarity between gaze data stream of different
users on a particular video, i. e., to showcase most similar users
based on viewing pattern. The similarity function incorporates
common fixations (temporal and spatial overlap); common amount
of fixations and common duration of fixations.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The proposed GIUPlayer provides intuitive hands-free interaction
with YouTube platform. We have performed in-lab usability testing
of the interface, and plan to conduct an evaluation with end-users.
For attention analysis, currently we only provide fixation visualization and user similarity function, however, the system offers
numerous possibility to exploit attention data for interaction optimization and personalized user experience. For example, the user
recommendations and filtering on current online platforms are
merely based on the explicit feedback from user, e. g., what users
have searched and clicked. A platform with eye tracking can build a
network of users providing eye gaze data. The implicit feedback can
be used to characterize user interests for personalized ranking, and
collaborative filtering based on the similar gaze-pattern of users.
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